
18TH EDITION FULL ONLINE +
CLASSROOM UPDATE 
(BLENDED LEARNING)
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
You must complete the online learning before attending your face to face course, as this will
focus on the updates online and you will be sitting the examination at the end of the session.

This offer combines our Full 18th edition online course with our one day 18th edition classroom
update course providing you with the best of both!  This flexible offer allows you to complete your
learning at your own pace through our online learning and also provides you with the choice of a
one day update course at a location and date of your choice. The one day update course will also
include your examination so be sure to bring a copy of BS 7671:2018 and photographic ID.

Access to online learning material is available for 12 months from date of purchase.
Joining instructions will be emailed to the address provided on the booking form.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
This course is suitable for people working in the electrotechnical industry and having completed
their 17th edition training prior to 3rd Amendment 2015.  There are no formal entry requirements
to attend this course however candidates should have a basic knowledge and understanding of
electrical science and the principles of electrical installation work.

The online e-learning full course blended with the 1 day classroom update could be the option if you:

    Require the full course
     Will struggle to take 3 days from your schedule
     Feel you’ll  benefit from time in the classroom with a tutor

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Successful candidates will hold the full qualification, be able to demonstrate a much better
understanding of the 18th Edition of BS7671, and should be able to apply the understanding 
within their role.



COURSE OUTLINE

     Scope, object and fundamental principles

     Definitions

     Assessment of general characteristics

     Protection for safety

     Selection and erection of equipment

     Inspection and testing

     Special installations or locations

     Appendices

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
There are no formal entry requirements to attend this course however candidates should have a
basic knowledge and understanding of electrical science and the principles of electrical installation
work.


